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Alcohol Policy Discussed
The following scenarios were developed at a meeting held on April
25, 1988. The meeting, attended by Dean J . Houghton Kane, Jon
Chang '89, Michelle Francesco '90, Diane O'Toole '89, and Tiffany
Wood '89, focused on the regulation of a~cohol use at the college and
offered regulation / enforcement alternatives.
Each scenario contains two parts: regulation, which is what would
appear in the Student Handbook; and enforcement, which is the
system of procedures used t.o implement the statements in the
Handbook.
On Tuesday, Kane requested that President Richard Richter forward the information below to the appropriate legal authorities to
obtain opinions of the legal advantages and disadvantages of each
scenario.

Scenario #1
Regulation
Same as current wording of 1988-89 Student Handbook,
pages 30 through 36.

Enforcement
College does not supply, give or provide alcohol to students;
kegs are prohibited; students of legal age may bring one six-pack of
beer cans to parties with college involvement; duty deans, resident
directors, security officers and resident assistants all see students
drinking alcohol underage and take no disciplinary action.

Scenario #2

.

Regulation
Same as Scenario # I ; EXCEPT that paragraph two under
section 4 on page 30 would read, "In compliance with current
Pennsylvania laws, the college does not allow the consumption of
alcohol by students or their guests who are under the age of 21."

Enforcement
Same as Scenario #1.

Scenario #3
Regulation
Same as Scenario #2 EXCEPT that regulations would require
that those holding parties would provide a system fo~ insuring that no
one underage would drink at the party.

Enforcement
Parties could only be held in specified locations. Security
officeri and duty deans would check parties to determine if underage
drinking was occurring. Groups failing to limit drinking to those of
legal age would be prohibited from having parties.
In other locations on campus, RAs, resident directors, duty deans, and
security officers would identify anyone seen drinking underage. For
the first offense, the student's name would be taken and a warning
given. Repeat offenders would receive gradually increasing penalties.
Students repeatedly found drinking underage would not be permitted
to live in college residence halli or houses .

Scenario #4
Regulation
Same as Scenario #3.

Enforcement
As to parties, same as Scenario #3,
EXCEPT that security officers and duty deans would not specifically
check party locations. If the college became aware that underage
drinking was occurring, the group involved would be prohibited from
having parties.

Scenario #5
Regulation
Same as Scenario #3.

Enforcement
As for parties, same as Sc<!nario #3.
As for other campus locations, same as Scenario #4.
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Students continue to pursue the
establishment of an academic honor
code at Ursinus. Since 169 students signed the letter in The
Grizzly two weeks ago, new
developments have taken place.
Last Friday, April 22, two students visited the nearest campus
that has an honor code- Haverford
College. With video cameras in
hand, the students interviewed
Haverfordians on their opinions
about their honor code.

Sought at Ursinus

While all those with whom they
spoke said the honor code worked,
they all agreed that it would only
work if the students agreed with
and followed its philosoppy.
The video was shown Tuesday
in Wismer Lobby during lunch
time.
On Tuesday evening, ten students met as a committee to discuss ideas for a proposal for the
faculty to discuss on Wednesday.

t Meet McCurdy!
worked for Channel 6, writing,
t BY PEGGY HERMANN
Layout Editor
directing, and producing syndicated
t HeGrizzly
for The
films. After the syndicated film
t BostonhasGlobe,beenanda reporter
The Paris Herald
industry declined, he formed his

Tribune. He once dreamed of writt ing
Great American Novel,
t and the
worked as a filmmaker for
t Channel 6. Most recently, Glenn
McCurdy has joined the Ursinus
t College
Community as the new
t Director of College Communit cations.
originally interested
t in MeCurdy,
law, attended Haverford Colt lege where he became involved in
as an undergraduate. When
t hewriting
finished college, he "got caught
t up in journalism," and nevermade
it to law school. With a scholart ship
from The New York Times,
t McCurdy became the night mett ropolitanreporterforTheBostonGlobe.
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A supporter of a liberal arts
education, McCurdy is enthusiasAfter several years with The
tic about his new position and is
Globe McCurdy joined staff of ' lo?king forw~rd to working closely
The Paris Herald Tribune H I
WIth the Ursmus community. .
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Ursinus
Own Oscar
Win n e r s
New football coach, Steve Gilbert will be introduced to the student body and 23 team MVPs will
be honored Tuesday, May 3 at the
first annual Ursinus College Varsity Dinner in Wismer Hall.
The d.inner, a casual-dress affair,
will begin at 6 p.m. and run no
later than 8. All varsity and JV
athletes, trainers and managers are
invited.
For the first time, Ursinus will
present awards to the MVPs on
each of its 23 varsity teams. Other
colleges have held awards dinners
for years, and Ursinus is hoping
Tuesday's event will be the start of
a tradition here.
The dinner will mark Steve Gilbert's first pu6lic appearance as the
new head football coach at Ursinus. Gilbert, 30, was named Wednesday to succeed Sterling ~rown
aft~r fo.ur years at .Washmgton

.eat~o@tjj~"~f

t
t
t This year's Spring Fling looks to
an exciting and fun time.
t beAccording
to Katherine Hager,
t Director of Student Activities, "If
weather holds up, this will be
t the best
weekend of the year."
t theProviding
a wide variety of
t

own production company.
When the position of Director
of Public Relations of Delaware
Comm unity College opened,
McCurdy applied and was chosen
for the job. He described his job at
Delaware as "the opportunity to
do aH the things that J do. The
things that I enjoy doing and that I
can do rather well."
McCurdy has been familiar with
Ursinus College for many years
through the Masters Track and
Field program, which he has competed in for fifteen years.

The following day, the proposal
was passed to create a committee
to research the feasibility of an
academic honor code at Ursinus.
While the committee will consist of faculty and administrators,
its majority will be comprised of
students. Committee members will
be appointed by USGA and will
start research in the fall of the
1988-89 academic year.

r.amouS.
Saturday'S activities begin at 10
a.m. with a bike ride. All those
interested should meet in front of
the Life Science building. From I
p.m. to 3 p.m. there will be Greek
ways for students to get involved, Week games.
At 3 p.m. a Road Rally will
the weekend begins with a Market
Fair in front of Wismer from 10 begin. Teams will consist of 2-4
a.m. to 6 p.m. on Friday, the 29th. people and prizes will be given to
Dinner will be served from 4 p.m. the winners and also for the Best
to 6 p.m. and the evening's enter- Decorated car. All those particitainment begins at 8 p.m. at pating should meet in the parking
Reflections with the Ursinus Col- lot behind Helfferich, next to the
lege Jazztet. At 9 p.m. WVOU tennis courts.
will provide a OJ and music for
The evening's activities continue
dancing. At 9:45 p.m. the group
Black Shabbos will entertain the with a cookout and outdoor con-

cert behind the Quad at 5 p.m. The
band featured will be Bricklin. The
1988- Record-BreaKer will be
launched at 6 p.m. Everyone can
be involved in· releasing balloons
to see how far one can travel.
The U C Concert Band performs
in Bomberger Auditorium at 8
p.m. and then Ursin us' own Wombats will perform for a Ritter
Dance at 10 p.m.
A white water rafting trip is
scheduled for Sunday, May I. This
activity caps a weekend of fun,
with something to do for everyone.
Make plans now to participate and
enjoy the excitement of Ursinus
College's 1988 Spring Fling.
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Dear Editors:
For those who talk of a studentsponsored academic honor code, I
say we should look first at our own
administration for honest~ . As a
1
senior, it has becomeI ll:i(
6a 1f\fully
.
obvious to me that certain members
of the administration do not c"nform to academic regulations,

Re.;Adm·i tted?

library, and was extremely arrogant
in telling us so. Later he admitted
to plagiarizing every paper he had
ever written at Ursinus Colleg~.,
So, two of us turned him in- plain
and simple, It was the right thing,
the HONEST thing to do, and was
also in accordance with school
regulations regarding being an
accessory to cheating. To make a
long story short, each of hi s
professors was informed as to the
plagiarism. But, only two of the
three failed the student for tbe
paper. Our student handbook states
that failure for the .paper is the
lowest penalty that must be imposed by the instructor.

As evidence for the inherentJy
controversial statement I have just
made, I will cite a specific case in
this lette~-one in which I am
directly involved, Here is the basic
story: Someone I had lived with
for a year and a half had been
visibly cheating on many tests he
took in that period of time. After
discover\ng hard evidence that the
The student was supposed to go
student had plagiarized two papers before the Academic Standing
(evidence including a pamphlet Committee, but apparently a highwhich was stolen from the library ranking academic official bypassed
thereby prohibiting the rest of his the system and allowed the student
class from having access to that to withdraw (implying that he
material, evidence that the student probably would have been kicked
had directly copied more than one out). What this means is that literentire page from a book) we ally nothing will appear on the
questioned the student as to student's record regarding plagiarwhether he knew what plagiarism
ism.
was. He stated that he knew what
he was doing, and said he "had it
Instead of praising our actions
covered." The next da y he admitted as honest students and conto plagiarizing three papers and to demning the student in question
stealing the pamphlet from the for blatant plagiarism, this aca-

drmic official instead did the
opposite! Through mutual friends,
I have learned from the student in
question that the administrator
thinks ill of me for turning him in.
This disturbs me most of all because
it has always been my impression
that high-ranking academic officials
should defend and encourage
student honesty, not impede the
due process of academic justice.
Instead of being appalled at this
blatant act of plagiarism, the academic official instead supported
the student who committed it.
In addition, this official told the
student that rampant plagiarism
and cheating was known of by the
administration, and it was unfortunate that this student was turned
in by someone he knew. Since the
student withdrew voluntarily, he
merely had to reapply for admission through normal channels.
What makes this unfair is that the
very same high-ranking academic
official (not a normal admissions
counselor) interviewed the student
for re-admission.

College is a place to learn and 'broaden horizons.' However, a
recent issue has been brought to The Grizzly's attention that defeats
the basic purpose of a college education-plagiarism and lack of
student honesty.
In this week's paper, the letter "Plagiarist Re-admitted?" addresses
I believe that this student's
the serious topic of student plagiarism on the Ursinus campus, The
seemingly imminent readmission
author submitted the letter on Monday afternoon, signed and willing
See Plagiarist P. 3
to stand behind what he had written. By Tuesday afternoon, he was
unsure of publication because he became c0ncerned with the response
of the administrators in question.
Already, he, along with The Grizzly, was receiving negative
Dear Editors:
caused the administration to enact matter.
feedback concerning the letter by faculty and administrators who
Every individual and corporate
a more rigorous alcohol policy.
However, students have other
Granted, the transformatl'on of
were aware that it was being published. The Grizzly was allowed to
entity in this commonwealth is
subordinate the rules ancl reguUrsinus into a "dry campus" is W~ys'h~eda.ns, and Avilclesh(Sdi~) to
print the letter with the author's stipulation that it would remain
.
VOlcet elr ISCOntent
w 0 ISSent
anonymous.
lations which the legislature prosomething nobody wants to have.
.
.
Ur i
C II
i
happen, butthe law does seem to be With the coll~ge s current polIcy
I
What a shame. It's embarassing to the Ursinus community that a
mu gates.
s nus 0 ege s n o .
.
.
havetwocontlgencymeasuresopen
student can't publish his/her opinion without being afraid of negative
exception. Failure to abide by
forclDg the college ID that dIrec.
.
.
,
.
t'
S'"
, fi h '
to them. First. for all the good II
consequences. The student who spoke up in the name of truthfulness
what IS WrItten very often results ID
Ion. IDce you can t Ig t city
.
.
..
rf
d'
d'
.h
hall" I do not think that "student Will avaIl,the students can petition
and decency should be commended for his actions; not frowned upon.
SWI t an lmme late pums ment.
'
h
.
is the
Dunishment
which
input"
very
this
t e prop~r
st~te repr~senta.tlves
t~
The author's actions did prom'pt the withdrawal of the plagiarist, .'It_
_fear
_of~
___
___
_will
_be
_
_effective
_ _on
_
_ enact
legislatIOn
which SUitS their
however, the student shouldn't have been allowed to withdraw- he
\ values, or elect to attend other unishould have been kicked out! His re-application to the college should
versities in the commonwealths.
not even be considered. By allowing his return, the college admits to
The fault lies not with the
low standards of decency and encourages students to plagiarize. What
administration. It rests with Govdoes a student who plagiarizes have to fear? Jlhe/she is caught, if the
Dear Editors:
and other trash? Furthermore are ernor Robert Casey, the legislative
professor decides to take action, if administration punishes the •
Recently I had the opportunity
all the financial assistance, time, system, and the electoral body
.offender-all the student has to do is voluntarily withdraw and
to peruse The Grizzly (3/4/88). I and efforts by so many alumni and who were foolish enough and
re-apply the following semester. The offense is not even noted on the
find myself aghast at the letter
friends of the College to improve stupid enough to believe in this
student's record. Certainly, no one will report any violations seen
submitted by Lorraine R. Zimmer,
your educational facilities for man, and his unsubstantiated
when the punishment goes to the reporter, not the offender. Cheaters
Director of Admissions, I strongly na.ught? Students. where is your ,slanders directed to all the worthy
have it easy at Ursinus.
resent the defilement of the grounds
prIde?
'gubernatorial candidates in the
Plagiarism and cheating are serious issues. However, can the
of my Alma Mater.
1986 general election.
college discourage these actions when the penalties do not reflect the
Quotes from the President's
severity of the crimes? If administration does not want to be regarded
Perhaps I will not live to see the '
Annual Report 1986-87 come to days when you as alumni return
Contrary to popular belief, there
as ajoke, then it's time to enforce the rules to the fullest extent.
mind. Sic-"The bright persons with your children to experience
is a social life at Ursinus. though
LLH &JMK
we are recruiting add to the the same revulsion and disgust as I alcohol need not and should not be
intellectual ambiance of U rsinus," now feel if this situation is not
an integral part of it. Do not find
"One of the most important (out- promptly corrected. Please. please
fault with Dean Kane and the rest
reach) is to involve alumni more get your act together. This Old
of the administration. J ask you in
Letters must be typed and no more than 300 words.
directly in the student recruiting Timer from the real professional
the name of reason to direct your
Name and telephone number are required for veriprogram."
world can assure you that your , anger and frustration to the parties
fication purposes. Letters should be deposited in the
Must I conclude that these so- future careers, if successful. will : responsible: the Casey regime and
Grizzly mailbox in Corson Basement by 7 p.m. Moncalled bright students now on necessitate perfect aim for the waste , those who elected hI m as the
day. The Grizzly reserves the right to edit all letters.
state's chief execlJtive.
campus are nothing more than baskets. trash cans, or shredders.
Requests for anonymity will be considered by the
Sincerely. ,
Sincerely yoursslobs littering the campus with
Flora Cooke Youngken '35 ,
Jonathan R. Verlilleditorial board.
their beer cans. cigarette packs.

Cas e y

,C a use s

C han g e s

A Blast from the Past
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Alcohol Education I
Last week's Grizzly had it's share of alcohol related articles with
justification. I could not help but think as I read about policy, law,
liability, etc. that there is an underlying, very real concern with regard
to alcohol, that perhaps strikes the individual student more personally . Statistics indicate that as this year's graduating class progresses
through the ceremony, every tenth student to receive a diploma and a
greeting from President Richter has the potential to become an
alcoholic. A student in your row at graduation or you may become an
alcoholic. That student will suffer a chaotic life, his or her family will
suffer unmercifully and he or she will die at least ten years sooner that
his/her classmates.
What kind of responsibility as a member of the Office of Student
Life and the main alcohol education and treatment referral person do
I ha ve for that statistic? If we could compress time and 34 of you died
of alcoholism this year, we all know that drinking patterns would
change hurriedly and drastically on this campus. In fact, the students
would change without a comment from administration or faculty.
In the year 2028 or thereabout, 34 of Y9ur 338 classmates will be
dying of cirrhosis, arteriosclerosis, heart disease, and/or esophageal
varices (small pouchings in the esophagus) all related to alcoholism.
Will your family, friends, the doctors and the nurses all gather around
your bed and say it all started at Ursinus College? Will they say that
the adminstration, faculty, staff and students are responsible for
contributing to your death? Or will they say it was your personal
responsibility or a combination of both?
As a young graduate nurse working at Roxborough Memorial
Hospital, I watched an alcoholic hemorrage to death from esophageal
varices.The doctors pumped 5 or'6 pints of blood into the gentleman
until the blood bank cut his access and said "no more blood." After
treatment was discontinued everyone went home except me and the
patient. It was my job to "watch" him die, which he did in very short
order. Then it was my job to tag him and send him to the hospital
morgue.
Are 34 of your classmates headed toward an untimely death? Or
will there be more alcoholics than 34 in your class? National statistics
tell us that 30% of to day's students are heavy drinkers. That comes out
numerically to 101 students in your graduating class that drink
heavily.
Who arethese classmates that will lose their quality oflife as well as
reduce their life span in the coming years to alcoholism? We can't say
exactly, but if we knew their family genetic alcoholism history and if
they would tell us their past, present, and future plans .with regard to
alcohol, we could predict who they might be. Some will certainly •
come from the ranks of the 101 who are in your class that are ,
currently heavy drinkers. As each of your graduate and plan your
future, you should assess your drinking future as well.
We do care about you as persons and people that are our future .•
Rarely do I think of you as a statistic, but sometimes the statistics
bring home a point. As staff, faculty, and students we need to be
highly concerned about laws and policy, but we also need to think
about the social and environmental context by which we support or
deny certain practices. That is our moral responsibilities.
..
Sincerely,
Beverly A. Oehlert, Counselor
Plagiarist from P. 2
is nothing more than a blatant slap
in the face of every student who
.
manages to succeed through theIr
th
h
k
h
f
d
own ar wor , not t at 0 0 ers.
.
U'
d' I
My upcommg
rsmus Ip oma
obviously does not mean as much
to me as it did before this situation
unfolded. To be sure, it almost
makes me feel as if I've wasted
some of my four years and many
thousands of dollars here. In fact, I
am certain that I will not waste my
money as a contributing alumnus
while certain members of the
administration remain employees
of this college.
Name Withheld Upon Request
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A '1 30
8'00
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p n , at.
p.m. m omb
erger Hall
.
The Concert Band IS composed
of students an~ residents ~f. the
local communIty. T~e muslcl~ns
play from .a . reper~OJre covenng
several styhstlc penods. The concert program includes the w.o~ks of
Mozart, Ralph Vaughan Wllh~ms,
Leroy Anderson, and ThelonIous
Monk.
Anthony D.J. Branker, instructor in music at the College, conducts the concert band.

BY LORA HART

Grizzly Editor

I

I have yet to complete my math
requirement at uc. I keep putting
it off 'cause the college does not
offer "Pre-addition 10 I" or "N umbers 1-10 and You", which are the
only numerical concepts my brain
can handle. The little multiplication
and division symbols and I do not
get along.
Who am I trying to kid? I could
barely use a calculator before I
was a senior in high school. My
Calculus teacher only passed me
because I came to every class and
always had a pencil for the test. He
also realized if he didn't pass me, I
would be there next year. Trying
to deal with someone who thought
a log was something you built a
house with did not appeal to him,
especially for two years in a row.
The same reasoning goes for
Chemistry. In high school, my professor had a P A. Dutch accent and
it took me two weeks to equate the
"chemical buns" he talked about
in class with the "chemical bonds"
I was reading about in the book. It
was all downhill from there.
It hasn't been that bad, not
knowing math or science. There's
always somebody around to press
the buttons on a calculator for me,
or stop me from mixing flammable
materials together. I do pretty well
with my checkbook and will load

the dishwasher if someone else
cooks. So I haven't really suffered.
But the other day, my lack of
mathematical knowledge caught
up with me. We were in Poli Sci
class, doing a simulation, and the
head of state in my group handed
me a calculator and told me to
"figure out how many Fcc's we'd
have if we upped the percentage to

11."
I started to sweat. I always get
nervous when I have to touch one
of those things. I looked at the
calculator. It looked right back at
me-not too favorably, either. I
tried to pretend mathematical
intelligence and started pumping
numbers into the darn machine.
However, the machine knew that I
knew nothing and shut off on me.
I turned to my head of state.
"Uhh, Bill," I said. "Could you just
tell me what exactly I have to do?"
"Well, it's easy," he said, (HA!
That's easy for him to say. He
knows addition from subtraction!)
"All you do is take this number (he
pointed to one) and add it to this
one, and divide it by this."
That's all easier said than done,
at least by my standards. I did
what he told me and came out
with some ridiculously high number. When I showed him my
answer, I thought he was going to
laugh.
"That can't be right," he said

and took the calculator from me.
He re-did my mathematics and
came out with the correct answer.
Not realizing that I was a total dud
with the calculator yet, he asked
me to figure out something else.
This attempt went no moresuccessfully than the first. I stopped
trying to figure out mathematic~1
equations and stllrted playing all
the little numbers games you can
play on a calculator. I figured out
how to say 'hello', 'shoe', and 'hose'
and was working on "loose" when
he finally caught on.
"Did you figure out our population yet?" Bill asked.
"Well, I'm not really sure how
to go about it. .. " I hedged.
He took the calculator out of
my hands and that was the last I
saw of it that day .
The next class period Bill handed
me the calculator and asked me to
figure something out. Then he
immediately took it back and said,
"Wait, I'll do it. Why don't you go
talk to China?" I just smiled. He
learned.
Next year I have to take a math
requirement. I'm not looking forward to it. However, I would like
to graduate ... someday. Jean says I
should take computers or something that does not require interaction with a calculator. I'm looking
for something that does not require
interaction with numbers, but I
don't think I'll find it.

Staffing Specialists

NEED ,A JOB THIS SUMMER?
JOIN THE MCCALLION TEAM!
MCCallion has temporary assignments at the finest companies in Montgomery or Chester Counties. You can answer phones, staff envelopes, type, take messages, perform
word processing, file, fill in for a secretary on vacation .... The list goes on and on.

*
*
*

Pay Rates start at $5.00 per hour
No nights or weekends
Never a fee
We'd like to really make it worth your while to join the McCallion team.
Bring in this ad when you register with us and you qualify for a $25.00
bonus after completing just 80 hours of work. Call Today.

Montgomeryville
822 - 6800

Great Valley
640 - 9670

Blue Bell
834 - 0818
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Dutch

Parsons
scientists have been here at Ursinus. "We've sent a lot of peoplr
out of here to be historians and
presidents," he reminds. He estimates that since 1961 he has personalIy assisted in 24 undergraduate papers that could have been
published, and of these, half were.
Several college presidents have
been taught by him as well. Hermann Eiltes, a felIow student of
Parsons, now teaches political
science in Massachusetts; he once
served as an ambassador to Egypt.

BY STEVE GALL
Grizzly News Editor

Ursinus College is an institution
of higher learning. Within the
campus, ~owever , are other instituitions, and still others that have
come and gone.
Unfortunately for the campus
community, a living institution will
be leaving after nearly forty years
of teaching. Dr. William T. Parsons, professor of History and
Pennsylvania German Studies, has
decided to retire.
Although he suffered a heart
attack last summer, one would not
know it from looking at him. Parsons is over six feet tall, and his
angular cheek bones support slightly ruddy skin which contrasts with
his nearly white hair. He is eversmiling, and is just as capable of
reflecting on his own personal experiences as he is on American history. Even in his normal conversation, Parsons is the exacting
type: in the course of discussion he often
pauses to make sure his
dates and names are perfect.

William T. Parsons

successful, in fact, that the University of Pennsylvania used it as a
model ("lock, stock, and barrel,"
according to Parsons) for its Italian
Studies program.
Although he is himself a man of
Pennsylvania German background,
Parsons is not confined by his heritage. For him, both his colIegiate
experience (U rsinus undergraduate, Penn for graduate) and military experience helped him grow
up. "I realize that with what we
saw, the world had things of value."
This helped insplfe Parsons to
become more a ware of the world
around him, and helped expand to
resourcefulness he had developed
in his first two years as a student at
Ursinus before the war.

Many associate Parsons with
the Pennsylvania German Studies
program. This is truly fitting, as it
was at Parsons' urging in 1974 that
the college began the program.
While it has its ups and downs
in regard to enrolIment, it has
Parsons notes that while UrsigeneralIy been successful in educating students in their study of nus has a fine pre-med reputation,
minority history. It has been so many fine humanists ans social

" A friendly idea factory" is how
Parsons refers to the colIege which
both eQucated and has served as a
facility for his Qwn teaching.
"Ursinus is an island in the middle
of a pushy world," he continues.
For Parsons and everyone else, this
is true. With sixty years of life and
many experiences (including war),
Dr. William T. Parsons wilI continue to lead a fulfilIing life, though
not teaching at Ursinus. "By golly,
I'm gonna keep on having a good
time," says the ever-jovial Parsons.
Although he states, "the real college is the students," one can't help
but feel that the loss of this instructor and institution will be great.
Fortunately, however, Parsons and
his associates through the years
have done a fine job of educating
young people, which will help to
provide other living institutions for
both Ursinus and the world.

Emeritus Williamson
BY MATT MAK
OJ The Grizzly

Professor emeritus, what does it
mean? "'I think it's just an honorary title,'" replied retiring professor
of Philosophy William B. Williamson.
In fact, according to the A merican Heritage Dictionary, emeritus
means "'retired but retaining an
honorary title corresponding to
that held immediately before retirement." The ti~le, emeritus, is given
I to professors for extensive service
and highly qualified teaching.
WilIiamson justly deserves his
emeritus status, having taught at
Ursinus since 1968. He has also
received many degrees, including a
masters in sacred theology from
Temple University and a doctorate
in divinity from National University in Washington. He has also
taught medical ethics at Jefferson
Medical School and here at Ursinus.
In 1964, he earned a felIowship
to lecture from Oxford to teach
one term at Oriel ColIege. There
he taught philosophy of relieion.
Besides his responsibilities as a

professor, WilIiamson serves in the
Board of Directors for the Psychiatric Hospitals of America. Up
until last year, he was also a clergyman for S1. Timothy's Episcopall
Church in Roxborough, PA.
During his retirement, Professor
Williamson will continue his work
with the Psychiatric Hospitals of
America, as welI as finish some
books that he has already started.
Williamson has already published
three books, one of which is used
to teach philosophy of religion
here at Ursinus.
Asked about Williamson's particular style of teaching, one student replied, "His open-mindedness
allowed me to revel in the philosophical method. He's just incredible! They'll never be able to replace
the man." Indeed, Dr. WilIiamson
allows much debate in his philosophy classes. He very rarely
commits himself to any particular
viewpoint, finding that truth is
sometimes as elusive as his imaginary creature, Squink, a threelegged pig with wings used to illustrate the extent of man's knowledge.

"I had Dr. WilIiamson my
freshman year for Philosophy of
Religion," commented one junior.
"He is one of the sweetest and best
professors I've had here. I'll be
sorry to see him leave."
Williamson is originalIy from
Amsterdam, New Yor.k, but has
spent most of his life here in Pennsylvania. He has two children
and five grandchildren.

The World
#'"
According ~)
toARP ~
INTERNATIONAL
Differences in interpretation of the new treaty outlawing short and
medium-range missles have arisen between Soviet and U.S. administrators. American officials see this lack of communication as a good
reason for the Senate not to pass the agreement before the summit
meeting in Moscow next month.
Labor unrest in Warsaw has prevailed this week with strikes by steel
and transportation workers. Because of large price increases that went
into effect this month, workers are demanding wage increases and the
reinstatement of the Solidarity trade union. While the bus and trolley
drivers received 63% pay increases after a 12-hour strike on Monday,
steel workers have yet to get what they want. As labor organizers at a
large steel complex plan for a general strike to take place today, the
government worries that the strikes will spread across Poland.
Celebrations for the 10th anniversary of the Communist revolution in
Afghanistan took place on Tuesday with a Russian-style parade.
With Soviet troops expected to pull out of the country on May 15,
many wonder if the Afghan government can survive on its own.
After a 15-month trail, John Demjanjuk, the man accused of being
Ivan the Terrible, a Nazi death camp guard, was sentenced to death on
Monday by the Israeli High Court of Justice. Sentenced to hang for
torturing and killing thousands of Jews at the Treblinka camp in
Poland, Demjanjuk plans to appeal the decision.
NATIONAL
With three votes under the 2/3 majority needed to override the
president's veto, the Senate passed a trade bill on Wednesday that will
protect the U.S. against unfair trade practices. While the 63-36 vote
won't stand up to Reagan's expected veto, the House, which
approved the bill last week, is expeceted to override the presiclent's
decision. Reagan plans to veto the bill for its provision that requires
firms to give a 60-day notice of plan shut-downs or lay-offs. Businesss
say this part of the bill allows the government to become too cozy in
their affairs.
On Tuesday, the Pennsylvania primaries saw Michael Dukakis winning out over Jessie Jackson in a 2-to-1 Democratic vote. On the
Republican side, George Bush took 79% of the party's vote.
The Arizona House of Representatives on Monday defeated a bilI by
one vote that would have banned abortion. The vote was 30-28, and
with two representatives absent, the measure was rejected. The preservation of human life bill would have prohibited abortion except
when the woman's life is in danger. In addition, a court order could be
obtained by someone believing with "reasonable grounds" that a
woman was planning an abortion. The bill would al:;o grant attorney
costs to the accusers. Since the Roe v. Wade decision 15 years ago,
there has never been a bill such as this.

DEADING
nBIRTH ,
&. WOMENS
CENTER
Offering Personalized, Woman·to- Woman Care
By Certified Nurse-Midwives
* Well ·woman gynecologic care
* P<lP smE'ClrS bre<lst eX<I\11S
* Birth control
949 New Holland Road
Kenhorst. PA 19607
(215) 777-7222

Willam B. WIlliamson

*

PMS counseling

* Preconcept u<l1 counseling
* Tot<ll m<lterlllty CMe
SUSAN STAPLETON, MSN, CNM
DIANNE LVTLE. fNP. CNM
Certified Nurse-Midwives
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That Staiger Chemistry Not At All Overdue
BY MICHELLE L. GRANDE

Grizzly Copy Editor
How do you say good-bye to
one of Ursinus' favorite couples
who still has the "right chemistry?" Dr. Roger P. Staiger, David
Haucks Lain Professor of Chemistry and Head of the Chemistry
Department, and Mrs. Margaret B.
Staiger, Assistant Professor and
Reference Librarian, are retiring at
the close of this academic year and
will be specially recognized during
Commencement on May 15, 1988
for their years of oustanding service to Ursinus.
Dr. and Mrs. Staiger were a
"campus couple," and both graduated from Ursinus in May, 1943.
Dr. Staiger received his B.S. in
Chemistry in three years, while
Mrs. Staiger received her B.A. in
English and Mathematics.
Dr. Staiger then taught chemistry to pre-medical students in a
Navy midshipman V-12 unit during World War II. He later served
in the United States Navy in the
position of Executive Officer of an
Attack Personnel Destroyer and
was discharged in 1947. Both he
and Mrs. Staiger returned to Ursinus, where Dr. Staiger resumed his

teaChing and served as a housefather while Mrs. Staiger served as
a housemother.
During the years following
World War II, Dr. Staiger completed research in organic chemistry at the University of Pennsylvania with the encouragement of Dr.
Ernest C. Wagner, who then
supervised the organic chemistry
department at Ursinus. Dr. Staiger
completed his laboratory research
in Ursin us' laboratories, and later
he and Wagner published two
papers together on isatoic anhydride, which was a byproduct of
saccharin.
In addition, Dr. Staiger served
as alumni secretary in the 1950s
and advised the Maumee Chemical Company of Toledo, Ohio in
their production of isatoic anhydride. Staiger again completed his
research in Ursinus' laboratories
with the help of Ursinus undergraduates, presented more papers,
and later received a patent for artificial grape flavor.
By this time the Staigers' son
Roger Powell Staiger, Jr., was
born, and Dr. Staiger resigned
from his Alumni Secretary position. Richard P. Richter, now Pres-

ident of the College, later succeeded Staiger in this position. In
the meantime, Dr. Staiger received
the Lindback A ward for Excellence in Teaching in 1962 and
became head of the Chemistry
Department in 1964.
After the launching of Sputnik
by the Soviet Union in 1957,
Staiger, along with retired professor Blanche Schultz, Mathematics,
and Dr. Evan Snyder, professor of
Physics, created a new integrated
program for all science majors,
known as "Chemathphy." The
program still exists today for
introduction/freshman science
courses and has a good reputation.
In the 1970s Staiger acquired
more responsibilities, including
heading the Biology Department
from 1970-1971, and observed the
opening of the then-new Life
Science Building. In 1970 and
1972 he was awarded the title
Outstanding Educator in America.
In addition, Pfahler Hall expanded
to include space for the Chemistry,
Mathematics, and Physics Departments, and the Russell D.
Stur,Bis Science Library and Reading Room was created as a gift
from Maumee Chemical Company.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

o Staiger also foresees a strong
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istry department. He credits Dr.
Victor Tortorelli with obtaining
much state-of-the-art ~cientific
instrumentation ar.d recognizes Dr.
William Middleton for his fine
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tee for Promotion and Tenure and
currently serves on the committees
for Medical School Credentials
and Teacher Education. Finally,
he has worked on the Collegeville
Beautification Committee and the
Perkiomen Valley Watershed Association and has advised both Althouse and Pennsalt Chemical
Companies.
Mrs. Staiger has been involved
with other community activities
and has served on the Policy
Committee for Athletics and is a
Board Building and Grounds Representative.
The Staigers have seen may
changes in Ursinus over the years.
Staiger sees the growth of the College's physical plant, expanded
curricula, and steady improvements
in faculty salaries as significant
achievement~.

See Staigers P. 11
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~ future for the success of the chem-

achievements as a Research Scholar. In addition, he looks forward
to choosing another "bright, young
scholar" among the 84 applicants
who have applied for his position
in the department.
Throughout his career Staiger
has served in other ways. He is a
member of the American Chemical Association and has earned
recognition from Who's Who. in
the East, Who's Who in Education, and A merican Men of Science.
He has taught graduate courses at
Temple University, summer school
classes at Albright College, and
classes at Montgomery Hospital
School of Nursing. He has also
taught at Alexandria Hospital on
Nevis, West Indies, where he and
Mrs. Staiger have spent many
Christmas and summer vacations.
At Ursinus he has served on the
Academic Council and Commit-

Take a course at La Salle University
Our lIexlble schedule makes It easy
• Regular summer sessions dre offered
day and evening from May 16 to
June 23 and again from July 5 to
August 11
• A May session IS scheduled from
May 11 to June 6
• Our mid-summer session runs from
June 13 to July 21
• La Salle's innovative slx-Iwo sessions
(May 16 to July 13) provide large
blocks of free time for In-depth
reading and study Or for a week
down the shore

~034

SKIPPACK PIKE
SKIPPACK, PA 19474

L

LA SALLE
UNIVERSITY

For more information •
call (215) LA SALLE
or write 10 the
Evening DIVISion.
La Salle University.
20th Sireet and Olney Avenue,
Philadelphia, PA 19141
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X marks the Spot in National College Censorship Issues
(CPS)-Censorship controversies not all campus officials have rechave arisen at 4 different campuses ognized the limit.
"We'll hear a lot of horror tales
in recent weeks, leading some
observers to worry a January U.S. of censorship in the next few years,"
Supreme Court decision has moved predicted Dr. Louis Inglehart,
some administrators to try to gain author of several student press
guides and journalism professor
control over student newspapers.
During the last month, officials emeritus at Ball Stae University in
at Arizona's Pima Community Indiana.
Just weeks after the ruling, for
College, at Western Kentucky
University, at Texas's San Jacinto ' example, Edward Wagner- chairCollege and at Chapman College man of Pima's Board of Governin California have tried to alter and ors-suggested campus officials
even haIt student papers and edit the Aztec Press more closely
to prevent "shoddy reporting."
productions.
"In view of the recent Supreme
"It's hard to pinpoint," said
Mark Goodman of the Student Court decision, we as the board
Press Law Center. "But there is a have the right to edit or not to
change in thinking." There is "more edit," Wagner said during a board
meeting.
direct censorship" on campuses.
"They want more fluff for the
"They're stonewalling us," said
Barbara Stafford, editor of the college," editor Stafford says.
Aztec Press at Pima Community "They want more positive news
College, of her school's top offi- stories about the college, and less
cials' efforts to publish more "posi- investigative stuff."
Although Wagner has dropped
tive stories."
his proposal that school adminisIn explaining his April 11 decitrators exercise greater authority,
sion to stop a campus literary
Stafford says he and other school
magazine from publishing an artiofficials, refuse to grant interviews
cle he didn't like, San Jacinto Colto Aztec Press staffers. "They're
lege Chancellor Tom Sewell simply
stonewalling us."
asserted, "I'm the publisher."
In March, Western Kentucky
The assertion echoes the SupUniversity President Kern Alexreme Court's January ruling that
ander proposed replacing students
school newspapers run as part of
who edit WKU's campus newsjournalism labs are not protected
paper and yearbook with faculty
by the First Amendment.
members, and then, perhaps to fit
School officials, the justices said
the Supreme Court's definition of
in what has co,me to be known as
a "lab newspaper," giving student
the "Hazelwood decision." were
reporters academic credit instead
"entitled to regulate the content
of the samll stipend they're now
of' for-credit newspapers just as
paid.
they could regulate what happened
in any other classroom activity.
Adams reported outcry from
Though the court specifically journalism alumni has forced
said its decision applied only to
Alexander to retreat from his initial
high school - not college-papers,
proposal, and WKU spokeswo-
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man Sheila Conway now denies
Alexander ever made it.
But Adams, who attended the
March 15 meeting where Alexander first introduced the proposal, said "some of the things he
proposed sound like some of the
things the Supreme Court said."
Gooddman of the Student Press
Law Center thinks that "especially
at 2-year colleges, administrators
see Hazelwood as applying to their
context. They want to use it as
justification for censorship.'
"Community colleges are more
susceptible to those kind of pressures," added Mary Hires, a professor at New Jersey's County of
Morris ~nd a Community College
Journali~m Association official.

"Many of the administrators
worked in high schools before, and
They bring a high school mentality
with them . They don't see students
as adults. Also, in some states, such
as California, the local school board
runs the community college. They
fel they have the same control at
the college that they do at the high
school."
Inglehart suspects some kind of
college officials try to muzzle
campus papers. "The Supreme
Court said the ruling applied only
to high schools, but that doesn't
change anything for people with
repressive personalities."
At Chapman College in California, administrators in late March
refused to allow a student play that
included frontal nudity to be performed on campus. Nudity, they
said, was inappropriate for the
school, which is affiliated with the
Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ).
Yet Hazelwood, some say, may
ha ve provided a boon to college
journalism.
Tom Rolnicki, executive director of the Associated College Press,
said the decision has created "a
greater concern for quality reporting. Students don't want to give
administrators a reason to come
after them."
"Students have become more
responsible," Hires concurred. "The
only 'way to beat this is to be
extremely fair, accurate, and most
of all, PRINT IT."
Inglehart, while conceding the
pace of censorship cases seems to

have picked up, noted the over- whelming majority of campus
administrations haven't tried to
censor student publications since
the decision.
"Thousands of school boards
and presidents believe in the free
press. They're proud of it, and
they're ignoringthe Supreme Court

ruling. It hasn't been as devastating
as it sounds. It's just difficult when
they're these little tyrants with
power at some of these schools."
Ingelhart says it's comforting,
too, that students have not shied
away from tackling controversial
stories. "There's a lot of tough kids
out there. They won't acquiese."

Bikini ~ontest Banned
(CPS)-Protests forced Miller Lite
beer to drop its sponsorship of a
"bikini contest" at the University
of Massachusetts Aprill, and then
convinced the bar at which the
contest was to take place to cancel
the event.
"It's ridiculous," replied Delta
Epsilon President Paul Kearney
about the cancellation of the
contest, which ultimately was to
raise money for a cancer research
fund.
The house has planned to use
the proceeds fro,m the contest to
pay for its annual beer keg rolling
contest, which in turn, produced
$3000 for the Jimmy Fund, the
cancer group, last spring.
"If (women in bikinis) go to the
beach, are they going to call that
sexist too?" Kearney asked.
When ads for the contest - in
which women were to dress in
bikinis and bejudged~)O how good

they looked in them-appeared
on the Amherst campus the last
week in March, student Becky
Lo~kwood started a petition condemning the contest
"dehumanizing" and "sexis_t."

as

Lockwood had gathered only
34 signatures when a story about
her anger in the local newspaper
prompted police Chief Donald
Maia to withdraw as ajudge of the
event.
Michael Rafferty ofThe Jimmy
Fund denied the fund was associated with it and asked Delta
Epsilon not to use the fund's name.
Finally, April 1 the local Miller
Lite distributor issued a statement
that the company would not cosponsor the contest.
Consequently, "there are no
prizes and the event has been
cancelled," added Joe Giarusso of
the Pink Cadillac Bar, where the
contest was to have been held.
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To Take on Trenton/' State in LAX Showdown Tonight

BY VERONICA ALGEO

Division III polls. However, in all
capable of six-goal games on any almost any opponent. Trenton St. takes its red-hot lacrosse show to
fairness to the perennial powergiven day. It is this kind of talent not withstanding.
the home of its most formidable
The last time these two teams houses of Trenton St. and Ursinus,
that allows the Lady Bears the
Division III rival. And may the
So tonight, behind a balanced
met. the women's lacrosse players Roanoke is at the top of the polls
potential to literally blowout attack and solid defense, Ursinus
best team win.
of Trenton State College were tri- due to its undefeated record- not
umphantly celebrating a win a because of the strength of its
they victoriously jumped about schedu le.
the field.
Ursinu and Trenton St. have
On the other. ide of the spec- defeated a number of Division I
trum of emotions. the Ursinus schools in 1988. U.c. has handed
team members were attempting to setback to 4 Division I institugraciously swallow a bitter defeat. tions this season. The Lady Bears
Trenton State held off Ursinus stand at a record of 12 wins and 3
in overtime of the NCAA Division losses. Each of the 3 losses has
III national title game. 8-7. The been to Division I teams.
U.c. has been on fire this past
contest wa . the third st raight year
that the Lady Bears had sq uared week without scorching victories over
off against nemesis Trenton St. Rutgers University (21-5) and Lock
The loss on that 16th day of May. Haven University (15-4).
1987. ruined the opportunity for
This sudden and enthusiastic
Ursinus to be the first repeat titlist about-face, after· a lack-luster loss
in the NCAA Division III ·history. in the final minute of the game to
Trenton St. simply proved to be Lehigh University last Saturday
too much for the athletes from (7-6). is due in no small part to
junior attack wing Rachel Rambo.
Collegeville, PA.
That was then, this is now.
Rambo, a feared and potent
Tonight, at 7:00 pm. in New offensive force, has been rather
Jersey, the rematch will be played. quiet most of this season. Yet, on
This contest will. most likely, be Tuesday, without word or warnmore than just a rematch of last ing, Rambo exploded for five goals
Suzanne Thomas leads a balanced U.c. attack
May's title game; it should also against a helpless and unsuspecting
prove to be a sneak preview of this Rutgers University squad. She
year's championship tilt.
continued her scoring offensive on
Trenton St., currently ranked Wednesday afternoon. In that
#2 in the Division III polls, is rol- contest, Rambo fired in a
BY TONY T ARONE
was close as the Bears led 5-4 last Saturday at home against
ling along smoothly this year and career-high SIX goals as well
Ofl'he Grizzly
going into the top of the seventh. Washington College 6-0. The game
is one of the few truly good Div- as making smooth receptions and
While the baseball world has Then the offense exploded, scoring only lasted 5 112 innings because
ision III teams on the map. The throwing crisp passes.
been captivated by the unfortunate 8 runs in the inning, highlighted by of rain, but it was long enough for
other talented Division III team,
Rambo's explosion is a perfect streak of the Balti more Orioles, the Senior Rich La Faver's first homer the Bears to score 6 runs and get
outside of Trenton St. and U.c., is example of the potency of the Ursinus Bears have put together ? of the season, a two run blast into the win. Blue exploded for 2 home
Roanoke College from Virginia. offensive attack on this Ursinus streak of their own. Unlike the the left field seats. LaFaver also got runs and 4 RBI's, and LaFaver
Roanoke is currently the #1 ranked College women's lacrosse team. Orioles, the Bears' streak has been credit fcr the 13-4 win, with a added a solo shot in the 3rd. Senior
team in the nation, according to Each individual on the attack is favorable-6 consecutive wins.
Joe Kelly was impressive as he
complete game effort.
shot down Washington offense
With two wins already under
In the second game, Junior Todd and got the complete game victory.
their belt, the Bears traveled to
The streak continued on TuesFarJeigh Diekinson University for Blue hit a two run shot in the top of
a doubleheader last Thursday. The the third, to lead the Bear's attack day, as the Bears traveled to
Bears swept both games and out- as they won 9-3.
Albright and came away with a
Fri. 29
Lacrosse (W & jv) at Trenton State-7 p.m.
scored FDU 22-7. The first game
The Bears won their fifth straight tough 13-11 win. It was a balTrack (W & M) at Millersville-I 0 a.m.
Sat. 30
anced offensive attack as the Bears
Baseball at Haverford (2)-Noon
ban.sed out 15 hits and every starSun. I
Baseball vs. Alumni-I :30 p.m.
ter collected at least one. SophoBaseball at Trenton State-3:30 p.m.
Mon. 2
Track (W & M) at MACs: W. Maryland-TBA
more Brett Smiley went 4-5 with 2
Fri. 6
Tennis (M) at MACs: Gettysburg-TBA
RBI's and Senior John Dillon
Tennis (W) at MACs: F&M-TBA
connected on a solo homer in the
Track (W & 1\1) at MACs: W. Maryland-TBA
top of the third.
Sat. 7
Golf at MACs: Shawnee-on-Del.-TBA
The Bears will try to extend the
Tennis (M) at MACs: Gettysburg-TBA
streak this Saturday away at
Tennis (W) at MACs: F&M-TBA
Haverford in an important conferBaseball at MACs: Reading Phillies-TBA
ence doubleheader. The attitude of
Softball at MACs: NE or NW champ-TBA
the team is positive, as Kelly put it
Baseball at MACs: Reading Phillies-TBA
Sun. 8
"With the improving pitching and
Golf at MACs: Shawnee-on-Del.-TBA
offensive production. this team is
Tennis(W) NCAA III Cham. at Emory-Ga.-TBA
Tue. 10
going to be tough to beat. HaverLacrosse
(W)
NCAA
III
Tourn.-TBA
Wed. 11
ford has their work cut out for
Lacrosse (W) NCAA III Tourn.-TBA
Sat. 14
them, and we're ready."

Grizzly Sports Editor

Baseball o·n 6-game Win Streak

Sports Beat
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Men Backhand W.M. and
Albright for V.C. Victory
BY PETE SMITH
Of The Grizzly
The U.c. Men's Tennis Team
finished their regular season strongly, winning their final two matches
this week. Entering the week with
a record of 6-4, they defeated two
solid opponents to close out the
year at 8-4.
On Monday the Bears hosted
Western Maryland. The U.c. team
cruised to a 9-0 victory, powered
by a slew of straight-set victories.
Brian Finger, Pete Smitq, Ken
Hemphill, Steve Bronstein and
Kevin Athearn all earned easy victories at positions 2 through 6.
Marc VanDervishian, the team's
number I player, struggled early
but prevailed in a marathon three
set match. After building the
insurmountable 6-0 lead, the Bears
finished the drubbing by sweeping
all three doubles matches. The
number one (VanDervishian and
Finger) and number two (Bronstein and Smith) doubles teams
had easy natches, but number three
doubles team Dave Williams and
Dave Adams had a tough time.
They won in three sets, however,
and the Bears had their fourth 9-0
shutout of the year.
On Wednesday, an extremely
talented Albright squad visited the
Bears for the final match with a
gaudy 9-0 record and only the

Bears standing between them and
an umblemished regular season.
In the singles competition, things
could not have been any closer.
The Bears won the top 3 positions
but dropped the next 3 slots. Every
match was a straight-set affair
except the third singles match.
Smith, after dropping the first set
2-6, recovered to win the following 2 sets by 6-0, 6-3 counts. The
3-3 split in singles set the the stage
for some exciting doubles.

Tennis Women End Season 6-4
BY VERONICA ALGEO
Grizzly Sports Editor
After a competitive, if not overachieving, 1987 season, no one
knew quite what to expect from
the 1988 edition of the Ursinus
College women's tennis team. The
Lady Bears finished a spirited
campaign last April with 5 wins
against 5 losses.
This season, anything could have
happened.
What did happen was that the
tennis team gave Ursinus College a
winner. the Lady Bears finished
out their year at a very good 6-4
record.
Led by 1st Singles player, Sue
Mockus, and captains, Michelle
Davies( 3rd Singles) and Robin
Asplundh( 3rd Singles), the

The ever dependable doubles
team of Finger and VanDervishian
won easily, 6-0, 6-1, and the 3rd
doubles team of Williams and
Adams suffered a mild upset in
their loss. Hemphill and Smith
were the last match on the court as
the score was tied 4-4. They breezed
6-1 in the first set, but Albright
made a run in the second. Hemphill and Smith, just before the
rains came, pulled out a 6-4 win in
the second set to clinch the Bears
upset.
Theonly matches remairing for
the Bears are the MAC individuals, to be held May 6-7 at Haverford. Vandervishian, Finger, Smith,
and Hemphill will do their best to
represent Ursinus in a way that
justifies that their regular season
was no fluke.
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With youngsters such as Mockus,
Davies, McCabe, Hertlein, Jen
Mauro, and Donna Hoy returning,
all of the Lady Bears may turn out
to be consistently reliable winners
in 1989. Expectations are definitely at an all-time high, but if the
leadership of graduating seniors,
Asplundh and Cindy Robbins, rub
off on the underclassmen, then the
Ursinus Women's Tennis Team
may be a threat of championship
caliber.
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"E veryone did reall y wel1", said
the #2 player Mockus, Hand the
bottom of the line-up proved to be
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Riding a confident wave into an
important stretch of the season
was vital. Ursinus utilized their
positive attitude versus both Muhlenberg and Bryn Mawr.

:***************************************************t
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CALL
489-6225

women's squad was a team to be
After a 7-2 drubbing of Muhreckoned with. A Division I foe lenberg, Ursinus faced an even
was added to the 1988 schedule to more volatile Bryn Mawr squad.
go along with the perennial pow-, With the match tied at 3-3, the 2nd
ers of Bryn Ma wr College and' Doubles combination of Michelle
Muhlenburg College.
McCabe and Helena Hertlein took
the courts to boost U.c. to an
Drexel University, the unsus- upset.
pecting Division I opponent,
strolled into the Ursinus match in a
The first two sets were split. The
manner flowing with overconfi- third and deciding set teetered
dence. The upstart Lady Bears back and forth. It went to a tietook the fire out of the Dragon's breaker. When the smoke settled
flame by taking Drexel to the limit -from this barn burner, the best team
before succumbing 5-4. If ever emerged. McCabe and Hertlein
there was a moral victory, the prevailed and Ursinus went on to
take the match 5-4.
Drexel loss was it.
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New Football Mentor
Former Penn assisitant Steve cerity," said Berndt, now head
Gilbert, offensive coordinator at coach and athletic director at Rice.
BY VERONICA ALGEO
Washington University ofSt. Louis "The bottom line is, he's one of the
Grizzly Sports Editor
last year, has been named head top people I know.
"Steve's a very knowledgeable ,1 ~ When sports writer Chris
football coach at Ursinus College.
Goldberg, who was then the
Gilbert signed a two-year con- coach who will give Ursinus a
assistant sports editor at the North
tract making him the 25th head very sophisticated, mUltiple offenPenn Reporter Newspaper, decided
coach in Ursinus' 94-year history. sive and defensive look. But more
to attend Ursinus College Football
He succeeds Sterling Brown, who than that, he'll help the players get
team's pre-season camp, he could
resigned in January after going 22- the most out of themselves. He's a
not know that he was going to get
31-2 in six seasons, including a 3-6 good motivator and a very sincere,
hard-working person."
much more than just a sports story
mark last fall.
Dr. Robert R. Davidson, athletic out of it. But, that is-exactly what
Gilbert, a former wide receiver
happened.
at Freehold Township (N.J .) High director at Ursinus, declared: "We
"That whole experience changed
and West Chester University, began ha ve been through a long and difmy life," said Goldberg in a recent
his coaching career in 1980 at ficult search and I believe we have
interview."1 used to be so negaUpsala, where he tutored the quar- found in Steve Gilbert an outstanding educator-coach. He is
tive, but I'm not that way anyterbacks and receivers.
energetic and knowledgeable,and
more ... I'm so positive because I
stuck it out. For one week I was
He moved to Penn the follow- he has an outstanding football
one-ninetieth of the whole team !"
ing year, serving as assistant offen- background. He has a good nucleus
effort. I've never been part of anysive line coach on Jerry Berndt's to build upon, and I look forward
thing like that before in my life."
first two staffs. The Quakers to many exciting seasons."
climbed from a 1-9 record in '81 to
a 7-3 mark and a share of the Ivy
League title in '82.
After one year as defensive line
coach at the University of San
Diego, Gilbert took charge of the
quarterbacks and receivers at
Washington University in 1984.
He moved up to offensive coordinator last fall.
"The things that stand out about
Steve are class, honesty, and sin-

Gilbert himself is excited about
the upcoming possibilities. "At
Ursinus we'll have a multiple
offense with a lot of formations a
lot of options," he declared. "The
ball will be up in the air a little bi!. I
used to be a wide receiver and it's
still in my blood.
"On the defense we'll be aggressive. [ don't believe in a very conservative style. All in all, we'll
work hard, give 100 percent and
have a lot of fun doing it."

UC Student Discount20% Off Membership Fee

VCR Rentals .......................... $7.95
Weekend Special ............ $19.95
Pick up VCR Friday-Return Monday
Free Popcorn with every rental
COLLEGEVILLE SHOPPING CENTER
RI. 29 and Ridge Pike

489 - 4003

DRY CLEANING
LINEN SERVICE
LAUNDROMAT
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Goldberg was so moved by his
experience with the small college
football team that he lectured in a
forum at Ursinus College last
Thursday night. The topic of that
forum was that small college athletes are more than just athletes.
Goldberg feels that Ursinus College is the epitome of an "academics-come-first" athletics program.
"My image of colle'ge football
was, of course, that of Division I
programs but, [come here to Ursinus, and I find out quickly that
these guys are treated exactly like
everyone else. They have to do .
their school work. I mean look at
their best players- Chuck Odgers,
Ron Matthew-they're the best
students, too.
"Coach (Sterling) Brown had so
much to do with the success of
these scholar-athletes. One time, a
couple of seasons ago, he sent his
quarterback to his room
so that the guy could study
for a big test. Coach Brown went
to the player and ordered it, the
player didn't gv to Coach Brown
He did what was best for the kid."
Goldberg holds the former coach
in very high regard. He feels that
Brown made the program very
respectable and competitive, while
more than sticking to the college's
academic principles.
"He's unbelievable!". exclaimed
Goldberg. "Here's a guy who has
coached at the University of Pennsylvania, Drexel. the University
of Virginia ... and he truly feels that
none of those schools believes in
the academic principles for their
athletes the way Ursinus College
does. That kind of dedication is
rarely found at other institutions,
and [ truly believe that Coach
Brown's work ethic had a whole
See Paper Bear P. II
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-a case of elUtl{Y wine co6iern behind Helffelich
6. .' asleep <>n a vinyl sofa wrule wearing shons llnd a't*shift
1. Ljslen to heavy metal
S. P).ttYOtl( finget:ina bug-zapper
9. Ta1<e your friend$~ finals for them
10. Layout The Grkz{'V
Ofoourse1 rf nQn.e of these suggestions bring you resultsfY9-U c()\lld
always try meeting a Ttu.lrus male.rwon'tdeceive yoUj b~;s no one's
idea of a tempestuons l<lver. Patient \lut .fqrceful -w(:ml(i be a 'better
description. His passions ate slow fu focu~~ tiot w~eu be llMlty bas
yOq in clear view-;-Iook out! If you've,koown your man fQf any time,
y<tu. kllOW~~is stl;t\)b6tn.. Don't, look horns witqhim. be~tlSe he is
nQt going, to yield. Taurus ljkes to enjoy his pasiiql$'~\n comfort. He
w)I1[~~t lh~)i~lus i0:1> tup!QD soft musi~Qrin~~\ltcb3J9~~or
brandy. To \lin the:settmS is almoSt as imPQl1anta~.Act~·ae i
$UN'oon~~Plsdf wjlhbeautiIul things. Wh~tbert~adliKOt se~
Tawus thjn~ the 'bti.t1S ll'e-Vet tQo good OJ plentiful. Hi$ tastes ~
nO;l;l!1and lusty. Htfiu. (eal man in a reaiwol'ki
.

' Ald(s.~ Y9i1t .p~~ctl WJlr;~J~dull ups ~~'~~~4 ~J ~ "
wondel111g fu,>w yon keep yOUt sharp poinf~o IQngl
w'~
TAURUS; Yon'll ~ in scan"trpn~4e ~. you fill inan t~tn.Qles In
YO\\t life. . '.'
. .
~:1t'\", ' .
•.•~~,.
G~M~Nl~ Ootftpull11tl all:fuish~py YO\lt.Sd( o»,les~ySll~te ~.~
dot~$ Jlalon~~~, .'., ... 'W .'. \'1 >fuk~ ' . ",.' ,-".
...•...
CANCER: ~~ QUi' dit~ ~ptl~n$>t1ii§; w'mcen~ wilt bri,ng,.gu t-gre_t
S~l'6i

as yon excel attltuTtjpl~choiCe< ,..
.
a lntntatbloCk"t.urnAnto ~ib}rsioal ~neWhlle,
prepanng fot thlal$ thiS w~kend. «'
."
"' .
Vll\(JO~ w'atcbingtheclpCk wblle~"~~f~~1 defuMlcly a{f~t
your perfOl'l'l)<ance, so felU and doft.
&
.........
','
UBR,A: Make sure t(} $t three foil me.als datlY.- wtthlPAnY tUgh..,
pl'«e~n desserts.
'>l
SCORPIO: Fot maxittlal $ubject retention, it is i(n'pQ-~t to tllto a
couple st1.ldy bteaks with yourftlVorite$butypanner.
SAGl!!ARl1JS~ Cheatint on your study matewiU .te'li*lt'il\ phot
grades all around.
CAPRICORN: If y(>u bloW' otT studyins, 4on~t b¢s.ut'p(i~ed iry~u.t.
guilt's too hard to swallow.
. •
AQUARIUS; In preparation for your aJijltQOlY ~nm, 4,0 a little
extra-curricular examination of YQur lab partuet.
.
PISCES: When in a panic about finals; withdraw Qni)'.as a last resort;
L£O:.t>o.n;~ let

NEXT WEEK: Lucinda's Senior Far~weU &. the HOT Summer
Forecastl
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Young's Notes for You
BY STEVE GALL

Grizzly Music Critic
I remember seeing Neil Young
in concert last August. I also
remember reviewing his album
Life. The concert was great, but
like his other releases of this decade,
the album was mediocre.
It is a pleasure to review Young's
lastest effort, though. This Note's
for You (Reprise) is yet another
footpath off of the musician's artistic trail, but this time he's left out
the pretentiousness of several of his
previous endeavors.
Instrumentally, This Note is
marked by horns. The development of the songs can be traced
back to last summer's tour with
Young's rock band, Crazy Horse.
Young was testing some of the cuts
at that point, most notably, the title
track. Although he was playing the
musicat that time without horns, a
blues emphasis came out. In the
fall, Young hired horn players (the
Bluenotes) to perform in small
clubs on the West Coast. .This
Note's for You is the direct result of
that late-year endeavor.
Young realiyshines with these
horns. Some of the selections, such
as "Ten Men Workin w and "Life
in the City," are rockers. Others,
such as "Coupe de Ville," are

Medieval Fest
at College Aids
Handicapped
On Tuesday, May 3, 1988, forty
physicalIy handicapped students, ages
six through twenty, from schools
throughout Montgomery County will
get the opportunity to slay a dragon,
knock down a castle, compete in a
joust, and take a turn at archery among
other events in a special Medieval
Sports Fest. The Fest, ajoint project of
the Adaptive Physical Education Department of the Montgomery County
Intermediate Unit and Ursinus College, wiII take place between 9: 15 am.
and I :00 pm. in Helfferich Hall.
According to Medieval Fest coordinators, the events have been developed specifically for handicapped
students to serve two purposes. "We
wanted to devise a new way to challenge the athletic skills of these students," explains Darlene Ander~on ,
Adaptive Physical Education Instructor for the Montgomery County
Intermediate Unit, "and at he same
time to create a unique as well as motivational expeerience for them."
The Medieval Fest events were
developed by Ursinus students studying adaptive physical education under
Dr. Laura Borsdorf. Then, working in
conjunction with Darlene Anderson
of the Intermediate Unit, Borsdorf and
her students finalized the Medieval
Fest concept and the overall program.

swing and Latins inter meshed with
Young's well-known guitar style.
Some of the songs are bright and
uplifting, such as "Sunny Inside."
Others are dark and heavy ("Can't
Believe Your LyinW and "One
Thing").
There is great dedication of
Young to this album. Unlike Trans
(1982) and Landing on Wafer
(1986) where he relied on keyboards, Young seems to enjoy
himself and express himself the
way he should-with his guitar.
Young was ued by Geffen, his old
record company for producing
substandard material. Most likely,
he is happy to be back on Reprise,
his old label. His increase in energy
is evident on this new release.
If one thing is lacking on this

,

OAD SERVICE

album, it is strong lyric wrltmg.
Don't misunderstand. Considering
the type of music this new album is
(heavy on the instrumental style),
the lyrics are good . But I still feel
Young can return to where he
once was. Hopefully, Neil's return
to Reprise combined with interaction with Crazy Horse will return ~U ~ ... ~

SCHRADER'S AMOCO
460 MAIN ST
C'JLLEGEVll LE

PA
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•

him to the days of Rust Never:
Sleeps (1978). It is possible as well •
that he will be touring with Crosby, •
Still, and Nash, and who knows.
what that endeavor may yield.:
For now, listeners should be.
happy with this new album. A ~
whole-hearted endeavor has been r
long awaited, and has finally:
arrived. Neil Young and the Blue-. f78
,
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TOYOTA CLASS OF '88

GRADS & SENIORS,
BUY OR LEASE
A NEW TOYOTA,
NO MONEY DOWNr
COME IN NOW!
You may qualify to buy or lease a Toyota car or
truck, with no down payment at all!· Toyota's
unique college financing program makes it easy.
Beginning today, you can enjoy miles and miles
of Toyota style, quality and performance.

See Your Student Sales Representatives:

CHRIS MANCINI
RICHARD «BUZZ» BASS

TOYOTA
QUALITY
WHO COULD ASK FOR ANYTHING MORE!

If you're a senior in a 4-year college or graduate
degree program, and will graduate within the
next six months, you may qualify for the Toyota
car or truck of your choice. And you have one
year from receipt of yOljf degree to take advantage of this program P ring a current driver'S
license and proof of employment or job offer,
and Toyota's special financing program for college grads and seniors could be the easiest
course in advanced economics ever offered!
Come in today for a test drive and an orientation to no-mone~-down financing.

CARRIAGE TRADE AUTO COMPLEX
1200 RIDGE PIKE, PLYMOUTH MEETING, PA.
(215) 8-TOYOT.A

(215) 825-7128

• No down paymenl required provided lhe amounl financed IS nol nlOfe lhan lhe Toyota manufacturer'S ~"'Ied
reta.1 prKe. and lhe (OSI of factor}·mstalled opllOnal equlpmenl and required t.I, and IKense fees
Prool 01 msurab.hl~ reqUIred and no n"ll"lIve cred.1 hlSlory Empioymenllo ~.n Wllh.n 120 daY' of loan approval dale
.. IqM TOYOla Molor Sale... USA Inc
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Staigers from P. 5

What's a degree
good for?

Mrs. Staiger notes several significant changes in the library, which
used to be the former College
Union and will be the Philip I.
Berman Art Center. She notes that
men used to study on one side of
the library, while women used to
study on the other side. In addition, the library always has had
good attendance, but students were
expected to be in their dormitories
by 7:30 p.m. each weeknight. Also,
in 1968 student movers, primarily
fraternity brothers, helped relocate
100,000 volumes to the then-new
Myrin Library. Finally, the library
has purchased an "absolutely
wonderful" computer system, but
Mrs. Staiger says, ''I'm disappointed that it isn't currently in
use."
The Staigers plan to spend their
retirement on their 14-acre tropical fruit farm in the West Indies
and to keep their Collegeville
home. Staiger says that what he
will miss the most is "the hassle of,
and dealing with, Ursinus students."
Mrs. Staiger will miss the library's
student assistants and will not miss
working two nights a week and
every other Saturday. She says, "[I
planj to catch up on things I
haven't done for years .... Believe it
or not, a librarian doesn't have
much time to read on her own."
The Staigers conclude with the
following remarks: "[We] want to
thank Ursinus for an exceptional
academic experience. We are
looking forward to new and stimulating challenges as we continue
our travels around this wonderful
world."

Pre-approved credit from Ford Credit
and a $400 cash bonus from Ford.
At your Quality Plus Ford Dealer, your degree is worth a lot. If you've graduated, or will
graduate, with a Bachelor's or an advanced degree bef<?re January 31, 1989, you mayqualify
for $400 from Ford and pre-approved credit from the Ford Motor Credit Company. To qualify
for pre-approved credit, you need (1) verifiable employment beginning within 120 days after
your vehicle purchase; (2) a salary sufficient to cover normal living expenses plus a car payment; and (3) if you have a credit record, it must indicate payment made as agreed.
The $400 from Ford is yours whether you finance or n o t . a
Keep it or apply it to the purchase or lease of an eligible Ford
vehicle. Hurry! This limited-time offer ends December 31, 1988.
I'
•
For all the details, see your Quality Plus Ford Dealer today.
'

¥, j:

~iil

FORD DEALER

Paper Bear from P. 9
lot to do with its success on the
football level."
Goldberg appreciated being
treated like "one of the fellas", and
he is grateful to Ursinus College
and Sterling Brown for the opportunity. He feels that it is ironic that
his "Paper Bear" article, which
first surfaced with a rather "selfish"
motivation for just a journalist's
viewpoint, became such an eyeopening experience.
It is a pleasant surprise to read
about something so positive in collegiateathletics. With point-shaving
scandals, recruiting violations, and
greedy administrations getting the
upper hand on most media publicity, it is a breath of fresh air to
finally read of academics and
athletics going hand-in-hand. Colleges really do send well-rounded
individuals into the world.
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Final Exam Schedule
EXAMINATION PERIOD-THURSDAY MAY 5 - THURSDAY MAY

12~

1988

-------------------------------------------~--------------

COURSE

ANTHf,O 102
ANTHRO 222
ART 222 SEC. 1
ART 222 SEC. 2
ART 312
ART 322
BIOLOGY 102 SEC. 1-4
BIOLOGY 112 SEC. 1-3
BIOLOGY 216
BIOLOGY 312
BIOLOGY 318 SEC. 1-4
BIOLOGY 330
BIOLOGY 334 SEC. 1'12
BIOLOGY 350D
BIOLOGY 350E
BIOLOGY 418 SEC. 1'12
BIOLOGY 422 SEC. 1'12
BIOLOGY 426
BIOLOGY 428
BIOLOGY 474
CHEMISTRY 102
CHEMISTRY 112
CHEM I STf,Y 204
CHEMISTRY 208 SEC. 1'12
CHEMISTRY 306
CHEMISTRY 306a SEC. 1
CHEMISTRY 306a SEC. 2
CHEMISTRY 310
CHEMISTRY 310a SEC. 1
CHEMISTRY 310a SEC. 2
CHEMISTRY 402
CHEMISTRY 482
COMM ARTS 201 SEC. 09
COMM ARTS 201 SEC. 10
COMM ARTS 201 SEC. 11
COMM ARTS 201 SEC. 12
COMM ARTS 201 SEC. 13
COMM ARTS 210 SEC. 1
COMM ARTS 210 SEC. 2
COMM ARTS 222
COMM ARTS 310
COMM ARTS 328
EAST ASIAN STUDIES 314
ECON 102 SEC. 1
ECON 102 SEC. 2
ECON 102 SEC. 3
ECON 102 SEC. 4
ECON 102 SEC. 5
ECON 102 SEC. 6

TIME

9:00
1:00 ·
9:00
9:00
9:00
1:00
1:00
9:00
9:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
9:00

A.M.
P.M.
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.
A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
A.M~

:t:OO P.M.

9:00
9:00
1:00
1:00
9:00
9:00
1:00
1:00
9:00
1:00
1:00
9:00
1:00
1:00
9:00
9:00
1:00
9:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
9:00
1:00
9:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00

A.M.

A.M
P.M.
P.M.
A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.
A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
A.M.
P.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.

DATE
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
'MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY

05,
09,
10,
09,
09,
12,
09.,
11,
05,
09 ~
07,
09,
06,

ROOM

1908
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
:1.0'1 1 (t,88
07" 1988
05'1 1988
10, 198B
07, 1988
06, 1988
12, 1988
05, 1988
06, 198B
06, 1988
10, 1988
09., 1988
11,1(788
09, 1988
05'1 1988
11, 1988
09, 1988
05, 1988
10, 1988
10, 1988
07'1 1988
07, 1988
06, 1. (788
05, 1988
09, 1988
05, 1988
09, 1988
11, 1988
12, 1988
05, 1988
10, 1988
10, 1988
07, 1988
07, 1988
06, 1988
06, 1988

BOM-200
LSB-354
FET-STUDIO
FET ·-STUD I 0
BOM-211
FET-STUDIO
PF·-10S
WIS-OOl
LSB-352
LSB-003
PF-10S
LSB-352
BOM-l02
LSB-350
Lf:iB-003
l..SB·-:354
LSB--354
LSB-350
L.SB-003
LSB-003
PF-315
PF-108
PF·-211
PF-l0S
PF '-2l1
PF-205
PF-205
PF-211
PF-202D'
PF-202D
ARRANGE
Af\RANGE
RIT-202
F,IT'-202
HH-211
I:;:IT-202
RIT-202
TV STUDIO
TV STUDIO
THEATER
TV STUDIO
RIT-210
LSB-350
RIT-210
TC-201
BOM-200
LSB-348
HH-202
F'F-315

See Final Exam Schedule p. 13
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Final Exam Schedule continued from p. 12

ECON 112 SEC. 1
ECON 112 SEC. 2
·ECON 112 SEC. 3
ECON 112 SEC. 4
ECON 202 SEC. 1
ECON 202 SEC. 2
ECON 242 SEC. 1
ECON 242 SEC. 2
ECON 306 SEC. 3
ECON 306 SEC. 4
ECON 307 SEC. 3
ECON 307 SEC. 4
ECON 313
ECON 315
ECON 316 SEC. 2
ECON 318 SEC. 3
ECON 318 SEC. 4
ECON 325
ECON 326 SEC. 3
ECON 326 SEC. 4
ECON 328
ECON 409
ECON 414
ECON 436
ECON 437 SEC. 1
ECON 437 SEC. 2
EDUC 202 SEC. 1
EDUC 202 SEC. 2
EDUC 446
ENG CaMP 102 SEC. 01
ENG CaMP 102 SEC. 02
ENG CaMP 102 SEC. 03
ENG CaMP 102 SEC. 04
ENG CaMP 102 SEC. 05
ENG CaMP 102 SEC. 06
ENG CaMP 102 SEC. 07
ENG CaMP 102 SEC. 08
ENG CaMP 102 SEC. 09
ENG CaMP 102 SEC. 10
ENG · COMP 102 SEC. 11
ENG COMP 102 SEC. 12
ENG CaMP 102 SEC. 13
ENG CaMP 102 SEC. 14
ENG CaMP 207
ENG CaMP 234
ENG LIT 201
ENG LIT 204 SEC. 1
ENG LIT 204 SEC. 2
ENG LIT 204 SEC. 3
ENG LIT 210 SEC. 1
ENG LIT 210 SEC.
ENG LIT 214
ENG LIT 220 SEC. 1
ENG LIT 220 SEC. 2
ENG LIT 220 SEC. 3
ENG LIT 308
,.)
~.

1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
1:00 I;;' • M•
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
9:00 - A.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M.
<.»:00 A.. M.
1:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
9:00 A·. M.
(7: 00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.

I

MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
Mf1Y
f1AY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
t1AY
MAY
MAY
MAY
t1AY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY

06,
09,
12,
05,
10,
07,
07,
06,
10,
07,
09,
05,
09,
10l'
12,
12,
10,
10,
09,
05,
12,
12,
05,
11 ,
10,
09,
10,
09,
12"
11 ,
10,
05~

09,
09,
09,
07,
07,
05,
05,
05,
06,
06,
12,
09,
07,
12,
05,
07,
10,
06,
07,
10,
09,
05,
12,
09,

1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1 (788
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
:1.988
198B
1988
1(788
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
t <788
1988
1988
1988
1<788
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988

BOM-120
BOM-l02
PF-016B
BOM-120
BOM-120
PF-OOl
BOM-109
BOM-l09
PF·-OOl
PF-315
WIS-OOl
BOM-l00
LIB-225
PF-211
BOM-109
BOM-211
BOM-212
BOM-l09
BOM-l09
BOM-l09
BOM-OOl
BOM-21.2
BOM·-211
BOM-t08
LIB-201
LIB-201 .
BOM-OOl
BOM-OOl
BOM-OOl
BOM-200
BOM-200
HH-201
BOM····106
PF '-~505
PF·-119
DOM-l08
BOM-212
BOM-l08
F'F-119
PF-305
BOM-211
BOM-l08
BOM~1 ' 08

LIB-201
ENG·-104A·
PF -0 16-B
BOM-l0'6
BOM-211
LSD-348
BOM-l00
1:;':1T-210
BOM-200
LIB-317
BOM-212
BOM-l06
ENG-l04A
See FInal Exam Schedule p. 14
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. Final Exam Schedule continued from p. 13

ENG LIT 326
ENG LIT 330
ENG LIT 336
ENG LIT 340
FRENCH 102 SEC. 1,2
FRENCH 204 SEC. 1-4
FRENCH 306
FRENCH 316 SEC. 1
FRENCH 316 SEC. 2
FRENCH 318
FRENCH 326
FRENCH 428
GEOGRAPHY 102
GEOLOGY 102 SEC. 1
GERMAN 102 SEC. 1,2
GERMAN 204 SEC. 1,2
GERMAN 306
GERMAN 314
GERMAN 316
GREEK 102
GREEK 304
HISTORY 102 SEC. 1-8
HISTORY 200
HISTORY 214
HISTORY 224
HISTORY 308
HISTORY 310
HISTORY 316
HISTORY 320
HISTORY 336
HISTORY 338
HISTORY 430
I1PER 132
HPER 232
HPER 334
HPER 346
HPER 352
HPER 362
HPER 364
HPER 448
HPER 460
HPER 462
HPER 464
HPEf\ 468
INTERDIV STUDIES :l00
INTERDIV STUDIES 350
JAPANESE 102
JA~ANESE 202
LATIN 102
LATIN 204
MATH 102 SEC. 1
MATH 102 SEC. 2
MATH 111 SEC. 1
MATH 112 SEC. 1
MATH 112 SEC. 2
MATH 1~ ~EC. 3

1:00
1:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
7:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
1:00
9:00
9:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
9:00
1:00
9:00
9:00
1:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
1:00
1:00
9:00
1:00
1:00
9:00
9:00
1:00
1:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
1:00

P.M.
P.M.
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P. M',.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
A.M.
P.M.
A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.
A.M.
A.M.
F' • t1 •
P.M.
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
t:oo P.M.
9:00 A.M.
1:00 P • t1 •
1: 00 , P.M.
9:00 A. t1.
1:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M.

MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
M,AY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
-MAY
MAY
M(~Y

MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
Mf~fY

12,
10,
05,
09,
06,
06,
12,
10,
07,
06,
06,
07,
11,
06,
06,
06,
12,
09,
07,
10,
12,
06,
11 ,
09,
07,
10,
12,
12,
10,
05,
09,
09,
10"
05,
05,
07,
05,
10,
10,
06,
05"
11 "
061'
091'
10,
1211

MAY Of.) "
MAY 06,
MAY 07,
MAY 06,
M~fY

lOll

MAY 07"
t11~Y

O<"~

,

1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
19BB
1988
1 (y88
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
19B8
1988

MAY lO!' 1<"/88
MAY 0-) II 1988
MAY 12" 1988
I

BOM-200
ENG-l04A
RIT-210
BOM-200
PF-l08
PF-l08
BOM-l06
BOM-l00
BOM-l00
LIB-317
HH-201
TC-202
PF-211
PF-211
BOM-l02
BOM-102
LSB-348
BOM-120
LIB-317
SPRANKLE
SPRANKLE
WIS-OOl
SPRANKLE
BOM-120
LIB-201
BOM-211
BOM-211
BOM-120
BOM-211
BOM-OOl
LIB-317
SPRANKLE
HH-202
WIS-OOl
I-IH-208
HH-208
I-IH-208
HH-208
HI-I--202
HH-211
1--11+·;·211
1--11-1·-208
I--IH·-208
HH-·201
PF-·315
LSB·-354
Bl1M-120
BOM-120
TC-203
TC-203
PF·-016B
PF-016B
PF-Oll)B
PF-l03
PF-103
F'F-l03
See Final Exam Schedule p. 15
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Final Exam Schedule continued from p. 14

MATH 112 SEC.
MATH 171 SEC.
MATH 171 SEC.
MATH 211
MATH 212
MATH 236
MATH 241 SEC.
MATH 241 SEC.
MATH 241 SEC.
MATH 241 SEC.
MATH 241 SEC.
MATH 242
MATH 271
MATH 272 SEC.
MATH 272 SEC.
MATH 312
MATH 336
MATH 342
MATH 372 SEC.
MATH 434
MATH 452
MATH 462
MUSIC 212
MUSIC 214
MUSIC 222

4

1
2

,.,1
.:..

3

4
5
1
2

1,2

1:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.t1.
1 : O~ MP. M.
9: 0 'A. M.
1:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.

CJE f~ ~1f) N 30b

1:00 F' ~ t·1,.

PHIL.. 102
PHIL.. 104
PHIL.. l06
PHIL. 110
PHIL 20:'?
PI·IIL 204
F' 1·1YSIC ~) 10::?
PHYSICS 112 ~)FC •
PHYSICS 112 nEe.
PHYSICS 11.2 ~:)EC
PHYSICS 204
PHYSICS 200
PHYSICS 20Ba
PHYSICS 310
P.IYS I CS 31.6
POL SCI 100 SEC.
POl.. SCI 100 ~:)EC v
POL SCI 210
POl.. SCI ::~~; ::.~ ~;EC +
POL.. SCI ::~ 5 :&~ GEe.
POL.. SCI 310
POL.. SCI 322
FOL SCI 32U
POL.. SCI 33U
POL.. SCI 344
PUL SCI 34b
FOL SCI 3~:.:j7
POL.. SCI 420 nEe.
POI... ~3C I 420 ~:;EC •
F'flYCH 101
PSYCH 102

9:00 (, ~ f'l ,.

P(\

'I

1:00

9:00
l:O()

r' ~ t·.-\ ,.

n ,.
F'.n.
,~\ ~

l:OO F'tH.
l:OO r' • t·l
l:OO r·-• H ~
<'/ : () 0 (~ • 1'-1 •
i·

1
0" )

..

.,,;

3

00 () ~ H ,.
r- t 1''-1 ..
1:00 1:- + 1"'1 (.
9:00 (l • 1'1 v
<):

1:00

9:00

A~d.

1:00 F' ~ t·1 •

1
...")...

1
")
A', .

1:00 P . 1"1"
~ i i ,.
:1.:00
9:00 (:\ t 1'1•
1:00 F' • j"/j _

r-

<) :

on

'1.:00

(.1 (. f'j •

r'

t

tl ,.

1:00 F- + (1 ,.
9:00 (I ~ t'l •
1:00 F' • 1,'1
('\ ..
:1 :00 I

.

1
")

,....

y

MAY l.0"
MAY 11 ,
MAY 06,
Mt-, '( 07"
MAY 09"
MAY 05,
MAY 09"
MAY 05"
MAY 06"
MAY 12,
MAY 10,
MAY · 05,
MAY 10,
MAY 11 ,
MAY 10;
MAY 10,
MAY 12,
MAY 07,
MAY 06,
MAY 09,
MAY 12,
MAY 12,
MAY 09,
MAY 11 ,
MAY 10,
nt,Y o~.:.:j y
l'I(,y O~.:j y
(ItIY O<)y
Mt,Y lOy
tit, Y l2y
t'I(,'( 0'71
t'i t, Y 06y

198B
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1 c/UU
l<)UO
1 ')lUB

l<?UD

Y

:l.9UO
l<JUD
1 <?UU
19UB
19Dn
19UO
l'lOn

l-It\ Y O/y

:l.90D

1·1(,Y 12y
(1(, Y 1:1. y

I'I(\Y
lvl{\ Y

() ~:.:; y
() '~i

!"It.y lOy J'lun
i·/l . ~Y o<? y 1<)00
1'-1{\Y O/y l<IOB
ht,Y o,~) y l<)OB
t/lt,Y O<)y :1. 900
r1t, Y O~·.:j y 1900
1-1(,\ Y lOy l<Jon
t·1(\ Y :/. () \' l<)UB
!"I(.\Y 0/) I' 1ryOB
1'1(\ '(

.,

11{:-,Y

o~ :j y

i" I,~Y

i)

t,\(.\ y

.1 0 y
O/y

l<Jun

() ~:.:j y
o<? y

:I. ')I un

~? I'

J?Bn
19U~1

<) y :l.9UU

1:00 1·:- ,. i /I ..
9:00 (\ (. I I . .
l:OO F' ~ ,'I ,

!"I(i (
!'It,'.'

1:0() F' ~ 1-\

' '! I',',I

11

<;:00 t\ ,· 11
l:()O r-., 1'0'\ ,.
l:OO r- tn.

/1(', '(

O<}y

19DU

i . 1tlY

10

y

19BU

hnY

0)'

y

n .', y

y

l<tBU
l<»BB
l<tnn
1. <?nn

PF-l03
PF'-103
PF-l02A
PF-l02A
F'F-016A
PF-211
F'F-l02A
PF-l03
PF-OOl
PF-016A
PF-OOl
f'F-l02A
F'F-305
PF-l02A
PF-l02A
PF-016A
PF-l03
PF-016A
PF-016A
PF-103
PF-102A
F'F-OOl
BOM-226
BOM-226
nOM-226
nOM .... :I. 00
B nM.... :1.() ~.:.~
I.. I D .. ·· 22~:.:j

TC .... ;?02
I... I B .... 22~:.:j
1...1 B .... 22~:j
1...1 B .... 22~,:j

PF .... O()1.
1:·F .... 10n
PF· .. · 1.00
PF .... :l.l <I
PF .... ll<j
PF .... 119

r-r ''' ()O3

AI·~r~(\NGF

,.ir~r~ANGE

nn1·1 .... ::.~ 1. 1
F' F' .... 0 1 f.i p,

nnt·1·. ·109
nOt1 . ·10n
nClI1' ' 20()
I... 1 B .... ::.~ () :I
I II'! .<!. :.:)I:i
1.: C, Ii .... :"~ :.. ?
not··j .... 1 06
nnt·1 .... ()() l.

I... 1 B.... ::.~ () 1
[(Uj"} '" 1 on
nOI··I. . 1O<)
nOI'-1 .... 109
t.Jl!:) ·" OOl
t,J:I ::)'" 0 0 1

See Final Exam Schedule p. 16
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Final Exam Schedule continued from p. 15
F'S·YCH 10B
F 5 Y C II 1:1. 1
PSYCH 112
PSYCH 210
PSYCH 223 ~:;FC.
PSYC.I 2:?3 GEC.
PSYCH 224
PSYCH 311
PSYCH 336
PSYCH 3~j2
PSYCH 43B
PSYCH 440
PSYCH 444
SOCIOLOGY 101
~:)()CI()I...()GY

1 : 00
<) : () 0

1
2

r' ,"1.
t

t-I (l Y ()"/
t'j (, '( 1 :..:.~

1:00

F'~~·I.

~'I,~Y

lO~·

9 : 0 () (~. 1'1•
1 :00 P.i'\"

f'"I('~ Y

09 II
() (:) II
0/ y
11 y
lOy
() b y
1 () y

<} : () 0 tl t 1"1•

1:00 P.Ny
l!OO p,n .:.

• : ....... }I,.'..

~)F'ANISH

102 GEe t· :[ ····3
SPANISH 110
SPANISH 20·1 SEC. 1 ···· 4
~) I" tl U I ~; 11 2 0 n
SPAN I SH 30t)
SPANISH 316 SEC. 1
SPANISH 316 SEC. 2
SPANISH 326
W() r~ l.. 1.1 LIT 2 () ::.~ ~:; E C. 1
WOI:~l..[J l.. I T 202 ~:;EC. 2

y

1 clBB
1 ',>un

II

,.~. t·1 ~
<}!O() (,.d.
1:00 P.i·'l v

l:OO P.I·'I .
1:00 p.r·l.

r)I")r)

t·1A'{ 1 ()

1 : 0 0 P + t'l ;.
1.:00 P.tlv
1:00 F'vl·'I •
(? : 0 () (:, ,. ,"1!.

9:00
<}:OO
9: 00

,~~d.

(lvl···j.

N•
<}:OO PI.H.
1. : () 0 r:' ~ i-"i ,.
1:00 P.I'1.
1:00 P.M.

00
,? : 0 ()

<) :

(~.

("I

t

{:I ~

I"j •

n•

t1i~

O~:5 II

Mtl Y
r'I(1 Y
t·1tl Y
t1tlY
~11~ Y
t'l (.~, Y
r'I() y

II

O~:.:j y

12y

~1(~Y

lly
t1 tl Y () t:> II
Hr,Y Oby
MAY

N I~ Y 06

y

"'Itl Y l ~.~ II
nt,Y lOy
t-1 i~ Y ()".7 II
t'l (.\ Y 1 0 y
~1i~ Y 06,
t-"1t·,Y lOy
I'I(~ Y 10'1

WORLD LIT 202 SEC. 3
t~ () r~ L[J LIT 20 2 ~a:: C. 4

1:00 P.t··j.
1:00 P.t-1.

i"-I"'I Y

tJ u 1~: I... D L. I T 2 () 4

1:00

t1 (~ '( () <»

p.n.

1 <) B B
1 ,) U B

II

~'I {~ Y

OC:. 'I
lOy

19BB
1 <)BB
1 <} B U
1 clnU
:I. <j> nn

:l.eJOO
1 <) nB
:L If aB
:I 9UU
:l.9BB
:l.9UO
:J:-<)i n0
1(»00
1. (? nn
:L ryOB
:l.rlOn
:I. 9 B B
1 ry U n

GENERAL BUNK
COUNSELORS
and SPECIALISTS
For Camp K weebec-A private,
8-week, co-ed, overnight camp.

l..f;B .. ·· :34D

1...!:;n····340
I.. r; n . ..:~ ~5 2
I... !3[t .... 3~':j2

Specialties include: lake director

I...UB .. · ·3~.:j2

(WSI), go-carts, riflery, ecology, team I

L..~:;B ··· · 3~j4

sports, video/film, cooking, and
newspaper.
Please call (215) 667-2123.
(23-25pd)

1...!:;B.···· 34B
I... r; n. . J ~.:j ::.~
L..~:>B···· 3'.n

Our hearts are full but our arms
are empty. Won't you help us fill
them? Loving, successful couple
with nice home unable to have
child of their own wishes to adopt a
newborn .
Let us help you through this
difficult time . Strictly legal and
confidential. Please call Hilary or
Joel collect any time at 1·215742·7002.
(19-25)

l.. ~:; It ....3 ~:j 0
L!3n ··· ·3~:j()

LSD···· :J :':j:?
I...bn .. ·· 3~:j2
Wln···· OOl

l.J I ~) .... () 0 1
l,J I S ····OO 1.
BUM····:I. 20
1·IH·..·211
nUM··.. l

HELP WANTED:
Clerical position available
during fall and spring semesters. Flexible hours-within
walking distance.
Call REAGAN-SCHUYLER
INSURANCE AGENCY

~.~()

cron

1908
:I. <YnB
1900

BnM·.. ·2:1.~.~
F' F ···· :I. 0:'5

1 r; nB

nt"lH " 120
1... BB ···3~.:j()

1 (j> nB

II

l..~:;B· ··· 34n

BOM ..··10n
B [) i,·j ·· . '2 1 :.:~

l

Classified

I... !.) B ... :3 ~:5 4

BDt1····106

539-7550

Preferably freshman or
sophomore. (22-24)P&'

SPRING FLING 1988!
FRIDAY, APRIL 29
Market Fair

Sponsored by Class of '91
Spring Fling Dinner

4 pm-6 pm

Wismer Dining Hall
Reflections

8 pm-12 am

UC Jazztet
WVOU

SATURDAY, APRIL 30

10 am-6 pm

Bike Ride

Greek Week Games

9pm

1 pm-3 pm

Sponsored by IFC/ISC
Road Rally

8 pm

Black Shabbos

lOam

Sponsored by the Bicycle Club

3 pm-4:30 pm

Sponsored by CAB
Spring Fling Cookout

10 pm

5 pm-6:30 pm

Behind the Quad
Concert featuring "Bricklin"
5 pm-8 pm

Behind the Quad

Sponsored by SADD
FORUM:UC Concert Band
8 pm

Bomberger Auditorium

Concert featuring "The Wombats"&"McRAD"
10 pm

Ritter Utility Gym

Sponsored by USGA

SUNDAY, MAY 1
Whitewater Rafting Trip
Sponsored by CAB

f

